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All India Bar Council (AIBE) is a national level
examination conducted by the Bar India Council of
India to assess whether provisionally enrolled
advocates or fresh law graduates have the aptitude
to practice law. The exam is an open book test and
evaluates candidates' analytical abilities along with a
basic understanding of law subjects. Appearing for
the AIBE exam is conducted twice a year and
mandatory for all law graduates completing their
degree 2010 onwards. However, advocates who
have graduated in the year 2009 or before are
exempted from taking the exam to practice law.
Australia is only a small player in the world’s political
and economic landscapes, yet, for many decades, it
has been considered to be a global powerhouse in
terms of its sporting successes. In conjunction with
this notion, the nation has long been portrayed as
having a preoccupation with sport. This labelling has
been seen as both a blessing and a curse. Those
who value a Bourdieuian view of culture bemoan
sport’s centrality to the national imagination and the
consequent lack of media coverage, funding and
prestige accorded to the arts. Other scholars
question whether the popular stereotype of the
Australian sportsperson is, in fact, a myth and that
instead Australians are predominantly passive sport
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consumers rather than active sport participants.
Australian sport, through its successes on the field of
play and in advancing sport coaching and
management, has undergone a revolution, as both
an enabler of global processes and as subject to its
influences (economic, political, migratory etc.). This
book will examine the shifting place of Australian
sports in current global and local environs, from the
perspective of spectators, players and
administrators. This book was previously published
as a special issue of Sport in Society.
Throughout its long and distinguished history,
Wisden has reported on Indian cricket around the
world and commented on its highs and lows. One of
the first references to a touring Indian cricket side
was in 1889: 'Perhaps the most notable feature of
the tour was the wonderfully successful bowing of Mr
Pavri, who took 170 wickets at a cost of under 12
runs each'. For a time, India enjoyed a golden age of
cricket, largely through Lord Hawke's tours in the
1890s and then buoyed up by the exploits of Kumar
Shri Ranjitsinhji who was chosen as a Wisden
Cricketer of the Year in 1897. But there were setbacks to come, such as the team's 1953 'Worst Start
in Test Cricket' which saw Trueman scythe through
their top order at Headingley to leave the team in
disrepair at 0 for 4 wickets after 14 balls. Recent
decades have seen formidable players such as
Ganguly, Laxman, Sehway, Dravid and Tendulkar lift
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India's game to great heights, making them a force
to be reckoned with. This anthology charts the
progress of India through Wisden's pages, using
match reports, articles, notes, obituaries and
illustrations to bring this extraordinary team - and
their equally extraordinary nation - to vivid and
delightful life.
• The thoroughly revised & updated 6th edition of
"Comprehensive Guide to IBPS-CWE Bank PO
Exam" has been designed specially for the CWE
Bank PO stage 1 & 2 of the exam. • A chapter on
Sentence Exclusion has been introduced as asked in
the 2016 PO Mains Exam. • The book covers all the
sections of the Preliminary & Main PO exam English Language, Quantitative Aptitude, Reasoning
Ability, Computer Aptitude, and Banking Knowledge
& General Awareness. • The book provides well
illustrated theory with exhaustive fully solved
examples for learning. This is followed with an
exhaustive collection of solved questions in the form
of Exercise. • The book incorporates fully solved
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 & 2016 IBPS PO question
papers with solutions of Descriptive Test. • The
Current Affairs section has been updated with the
latest questions so as to provide an updated book to
the aspirants.
UPSC IAS Prelims Exam 2020: Mock Test Series
UPSC IAS Preliminary Exam 2020: General Studies
Paper-1 UPSC Civil Services Examination Prelims
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2020 Mock Test for General Studies Paper-1,
Practice Solved Test -20 2018 Prelims- 33+
questions asked from MYUPSC Test Series
Programme 2019 Prelims- 40+ questions asked from
MYUPSC Test Series Programme UPSC Civil
Services Prelims Exam 2020 Test Series There are
Full Length 60 Very High Quality Tests that match
very UPSC standard (acknowledged by hundreds of
toppers every year). 1. These 60 Tests are
structured in such a way as to help you start from
scratch and gradually gain advanced knowledge
through self study using standard textbooks and
multiple revisions. 2. First 10 Tests are based on all
Important NCERT Textbooks (New NCERTs). 3.
There will be full length REVISION TEST after every
5 Tests. This helps in timetaly revision of every
important topic you have read, including current
affairs, before you move on to new topics. 4. Every
Test will cover Current Affairs comprehensively from
May 1, 2019. This helps you read and revise current
affairs from the beginning. 5. All tests will cover
previous year question papers of UPSC civil
services. NDA, CDS, IES, CAPF exams. This feature
helps you understand the expectations of UPSC and
prepare accordingly. 6. Every test will cover 10
percent of previous test’s syllabus. This is to let you
not forget what you have read for first test and
thereafter. Helps you revise previous tests before the
next test. 7. There will be section-wise analysis of
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your performance in each test. This helps you know
where you need to put extra efforts to prepare well
for your weakest areas. 8. Unlimited access to
previous tests in the form of PDFs. This test series
will seriously prepare you to tackle actual exam with
full confidence. MYUPSC – UPSC CSP (2020) Test
series will strategically provide its students with an indepth coverage of the syllabus and scientifically
designed revision plans covering the entire static
and current portions (multiple times). With the help of
guidance, we aim to make sure that our students are
exam ready, with all the skills and tools needed to
handle any surprise UPSC throws at them. UPSC
IAS Prelims Exam 2020 Practice Solved Test Paper
Unique Features of MYUPSC Prelims Test Series: 1.
Comprehensive coverage of entire syllabus of UPSC
CSP exam through UPSC standard MCQs 2.
Sectional Tests have been designed in a manner
that students can cover each subject
comprehensively in sufficient time and can evaluate
his/her performance through our tests 3. Strictly
adhering to UPSC pattern, the nature of questions
ranges from factual to conceptual, proportionally
dividing in each of the Test Papers 4. Options of
MCQs have also been arranged in such a manner
that elimination tactics can be applied by students
while solving questions 5. All tests will be conducted
in same manner as in real examination hall which
helps in better time management and prepare
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students to solve MCQs correctly under exam
pressure Performance Analysis of aspirants, Section
wise analysis, Difficulty Analysis, All India Rank,
comparison with toppers, Integrated Score Card,
Analysis of Mock Test papers based on difficulty
level & nature of questions etc. will be provided to
students. It will help in evaluating their performance
and course correction.
The book is about a law-abiding common man’s
journey and what he sees and experiences during
his life span, about happenings in various fields like
politics, scandal/scams, personalities, sports,
achievement/disappointments, Entertainment, and
lastly his personal journey. The things are broken
into decade-wise chapters. Readers of this book will
feel as if it is part of their journey also.
Food Corporation of India (FCI) is one of the largest
Public Sector Undertakings ensuring the food
security of the Nation and deals with the Supply
Chain management of the food grain. It was
established on 14th January 1965. FCI is a Central
government body, currently provides multiple
services to farmers and consumers and has approx
30,000 employees throughout India. The Food
Corporation of India is one of the largest Public
sector bodies responsible for the food security of the
nation. FCI Manager recruitment is conducted to
appoint eligible candidates at the post of Manager to
various Departments of Food Corporation of India
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UPSC IAS Prelims Exam 2020: Prelims Test Series
2018 Prelims- 33+ questions asked from MYUPSC
Test Series Programme 2019 Prelims- 40+
questions asked from MYUPSC Test Series
Programme There are Full Length 60 Very High
Quality Tests that match very UPSC standard
(acknowledged by hundreds of toppers every year).
These 60 Tests are structured in such a way as to
help you start from scratch and gradually gain
advanced knowledge through self study using
standard textbooks and multiple revisions. First 10
Tests are based on all Important NCERT Textbooks
(New NCERTs). There will be full length REVISION
TEST after every 5 Tests. This helps in timetaly
revision of every important topic you have read,
including current affairs, before you move on to new
topics. Every Test will cover Current Affairs
comprehensively from May 1, 2019. This helps you
read and revise current affairs from the beginning.
All tests will cover previous year question papers of
UPSC civil services. NDA, CDS, IES, CAPF exams.
This feature helps you understand the expectations
of UPSC and prepare accordingly. Every test will
cover 10 percent of previous test’s syllabus. This is
to let you not forget what you have read for first test
and thereafter. Helps you revise previous tests
before the next test. There will be section-wise
analysis of your performance in each test. This helps
you know where you need to put extra efforts to
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prepare well for your weakest areas. Unlimited
access to previous tests in the form of PDFs. This
test series will seriously prepare you to tackle actual
exam with full confidence. MYUPSC – UPSC CSP
(2020) Test series will strategically provide its
students with an in-depth coverage of the syllabus
and scientifically designed revision plans covering
the entire static and current portions (multiple times).
With the help of guidance, we aim to make sure that
our students are exam ready, with all the skills and
tools needed to handle any surprise UPSC throws at
them. Unique Features of MYUPSC Prelims Test
Series Comprehensive coverage of entire syllabus of
UPSC CSP exam through UPSC standard MCQs
Sectional Tests have been designed in a manner
that students can cover each subject
comprehensively in sufficient time and can evaluate
his/her performance through our tests Strictly
adhering to UPSC pattern, the nature of questions
ranges from factual to conceptual, proportionally
dividing in each of the Test Papers Options of MCQs
have also been arranged in such a manner that
elimination tactics can be applied by students while
solving questions All tests will be conducted in same
manner as in real examination hall which helps in
better time management and prepare students to
solve MCQs correctly under exam pressure
Performance Analysis of aspirants, Section wise
analysis, Difficulty Analysis, All India Rank,
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comparison with toppers, Integrated Score Card,
Analysis of Mock Test papers based on difficulty
level & nature of questions etc. will be provided to
students. It will help in evaluating their performance
and course correction
Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) is India's
largest Insurance Company . It is an Indian stateowned insurance Group and Investment Company. It
has 8 Zonal Offices, 133 Divisional Offices and 2048
Branch Offices with thousands of workers all over
the country. LIC will be recruiting the candidates for
the post of LIC Assistant over many vacancies. LIC
Assistants will be serving as clerical staff as Cashier,
Single Window Operator, Customer Service
Executive, etc. in various branches of the
organization. This exam creates a great opportunity
for those who are seeking government jobs.
IAS Planner 2019-2020 : Civil Services Examination
planner is a comprehensive book for candidates
preparing for the Civil Services Examinations
conducted by UPSC. The book provides detailed
information on the preparation strategy and exam
syllabus. This book will help the students plan their
studies better for the examination. This book is
essential for students aspiring to work for the Indian
Administrative Services(IAS), IPS, IFS, Grade-A
Services. Table of Contents: Getting Started For
Civil Services Examination. Preparing For Civil
Services Without Coaching . Preparing For Civil
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Services Preliminary Examination. Civil Services
Examination (CSE) . The Hindu Newspaper: How
and what to Study In It . 9 Step Strategy to Prepare
For the UPSC Interview . Importance Of Economic
Survey For UPSC Exams . Importance Of Yojana,
Kurukshetra Magazine For UPSC Exams. (Article)
Crack IAS Preliminary In your First attempt . Civil
Services:What,Why and How? . Importance Of Ncert
Books For UPSC Exams (Why,What, How) . Howto
Read a Newspaper For IAS Exam . What are he
Important topics to Read From a Newspaper In two
Hours? How Should One Start IAS Exam
Preparation From Scratch ? . Howto Study ?The
Ultimate Dilemma. Preparing For Civil Services
Without Coaching . IAS Preparation For
Rural/Remote areas Students . All about the Online
test Series: Why Should I Take It?. Ncert and Nios
Books For IAS Preparations . Civil Services
Preparation For working Professionals Overview Of
UPSC Personality Test (IAS Interview) . Preparing
For Civil Services Preliminary Examination Syllabus
For Civil Services Preliminary And Mains
Examination . Profiles Of Services Participating In
Civil Services . IAS Exam Practice Paper . Tags:
UPSC, IAS, IPS, IFS, CSAT, Civil Services, UPSC
PORTAL, Civil Seva, Union Public Service
Commission.
This book on “Social Aspects of Engineering” for
RPSC-AE Mains contain relevant theory of topics as
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stipulated in syllabus of RPSC Assistant Engineer,
as well as, practice questions of weightage 2 marks,
5 marks, and 20 marks. The book provides detailed
understanding of social terms in easy and authentic
language. To maintain the quality of content, this
book is being released in two parts. This is Part-1 of
book having eight topics out of sixteen total topics.
The Part-2 of book will be released very soon. The
team OnlineVerdan have shown their efforts to bring
the thought of candidate with this worthful unique
book on e-publication platform.
Competition Science Vision
The book gives details about the functioning and growth of
the Indian Broadcasting Organisation with relevant
photographs of prominent political figures and of eminent
artists in various fields.
• The thoroughly revised & updated 7th edition of
"Comprehensive Guide to IBPS-CWE Bank PO Exam" has
been designed specially for the CWE Bank PO stage 1 & 2 of
the exam. • The book covers all the sections of the
Preliminary & Main PO exam - English Language,
Quantitative Aptitude, Reasoning Ability, Computer Aptitude,
and Banking Knowledge & General Awareness. • The book
provides well illustrated theory with exhaustive fully solved
examples for learning. This is followed with an exhaustive
collection of solved questions in the form of Exercise. • The
book incorporates fully solved 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016
& 2017 IBPS PO question papers with solutions. • The
Current Affairs section has been updated with the latest
questions so as to provide an updated book to the aspirants.
This Practice Book of RPSC-AE Mains for Civil Engineering is
designed to help those aspiring students, who wanted to
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strengthen their grasp and understanding of the concept
regarding Civil Engineering. The book focus specially on
questions those may have 05 and 20 marks weightage in
coming Exam of RPSC-AE Mains. The book represents indepth explanations of each question with the help of
derivations and diagrams. The book satisfies all requirements
of students and boost their confidence for preparing RPSCAE Mains as well as other State Level Conventional Exams.
The thoroughly Revised & Updated 7th edition of the book
"Comprehensive Guide to SBI Bank PO Exam" is based on
the new pattern - Preliminary and Main. The book covers all
the 3 sections asked in the Preliminary Exam and the 4
sections asked in the Main exam - English Language, Data
Analysis & Interpretation, Reasoning & Computers and
General/Banking/Economy Awareness. The theory of the
book has been updated as per the various questions asked in
the past examination as conducted by the SBI. The book
provides well illustrated theory with exhaustive fully solved
examples for learning. This is followed with an exhaustive
collection of solved questions in the form of Exercise. The
book provides separate sections for General Awareness
including Banking Knowledge, Computer Knowledge and
Marketing Aptitude. The book incorporates fully solved 2011 2017 papers.
UPSC IAS Prelims Exam 2020: Prelims Test Series 2018
Prelims- 33+ questions asked from MYUPSC Test Series
Programme 2019 Prelims- 40+ questions asked from
MYUPSC Test Series Programme There are Full Length 60
Very High Quality Tests that match very UPSC standard
(acknowledged by hundreds of toppers every year). These 60
Tests are structured in such a way as to help you start from
scratch and gradually gain advanced knowledge through self
study using standard textbooks and multiple revisions. First
10 Tests are based on all Important NCERT Textbooks (New
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NCERTs). There will be full length REVISION TEST after
every 5 Tests. This helps in timetaly revision of every
important topic you have read, including current affairs,
before you move on to new topics. Every Test will cover
Current Affairs comprehensively from May 1, 2019. This helps
you read and revise current affairs from the beginning. All
tests will cover previous year question papers of UPSC civil
services. NDA, CDS, IES, CAPF exams. This feature helps
you understand the expectations of UPSC and prepare
accordingly. Every test will cover 10 percent of previous
test’s syllabus. This is to let you not forget what you have
read for first test and thereafter. Helps you revise previous
tests before the next test. There will be section-wise analysis
of your performance in each test. This helps you know where
you need to put extra efforts to prepare well for your weakest
areas. Unlimited access to previous tests in the form of PDFs.
This test series will seriously prepare you to tackle actual
exam with full confidence. MYUPSC – UPSC CSP (2020)
Test series will strategically provide its students with an indepth coverage of the syllabus and scientifically designed
revision plans covering the entire static and current portions
(multiple times). With the help of guidance, we aim to make
sure that our students are exam ready, with all the skills and
tools needed to handle any surprise UPSC throws at them.
Unique Features of MYUPSC Prelims Test Series
Comprehensive coverage of entire syllabus of UPSC CSP
exam through UPSC standard MCQs Sectional Tests have
been designed in a manner that students can cover each
subject comprehensively in sufficient time and can evaluate
his/her performance through our tests Strictly adhering to
UPSC pattern, the nature of questions ranges from factual to
conceptual, proportionally dividing in each of the Test Papers
Options of MCQs have also been arranged in such a manner
that elimination tactics can be applied by students while
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solving questions All tests will be conducted in same manner
as in real examination hall which helps in better time
management and prepare students to solve MCQs correctly
under exam pressure Performance Analysis of aspirants,
Section wise analysis, Difficulty Analysis, All India Rank,
comparison with toppers, Integrated Score Card, Analysis of
Mock Test papers based on difficulty level & nature of
questions etc. will be provided to students. It will help in
evaluating their performance and course correction. UPSC
IAS Prelims Exam 2020 Mock Test UPSC Prelims 2020
Solved Test Paper IAS Preliminary Exam 2020 Practice Test
Paper UPSC CSE 2020 Practice Mock Test UPSC Prelims
2020 Test Series UPSC Prelims 2020 Question Bank #UPSC
#IAS #Prelims2020 #MockTest #Testseries #iasexam2020
#upscprelims2020 #upsccse2020 #iastestpaper
#civilservicesexam #iasprelims2020 #gspaper
#generalstudies
The thoroughly revised & updated 8th edition of
"Comprehensive Guide to IBPS-CWE Bank PO Exam" has
been designed strictly for the Bank PO Stage 1 & 2 Exams. •
This new Edition incorporates New Chapters / Variety of
Questions as per IBPS PO 2017 / 2018 exam. Further
removes chapters that no longer appear in the exam. • The
book covers all the sections of the Preliminary & Main PO
exam - English Language, Quantitative Aptitude, Reasoning
Ability, Computer Aptitude, and Banking Knowledge &
General Awareness. • The book provides well illustrated
theory with exhaustive fully solved examples for learning. This
is followed with an exhaustive collection of solved questions
in the form of Exercise. • The book incorporates last 5 years
IBPS PO question papers with solutions in the respective
chapters. • A total of 4500+ MCQs with 100% explanations to
Quant, Reasoning & English sections. • Study Material for
Banking / Economics Financial Awareness with past years’
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questions & Practice Questions.
Every year banks conduct the recruitment exam every year to
select eligible candidates for various posts. This year State
Bank of India has released the recruitment notification for the
eligible Indian Citizens by inviting them for filling up more than
8000 vacant Clerical Posts. It is a wonderful opportunity for
government job-seekers who are interested enough to make
their career in banking sector. The revised edition of ‘SBI
Clerical Cadre Junior Associates (Customer Support & Sales)
Main Exam 2020’ has been prepared to provide the entire
syllabus for the steer prep towards right direction. The current
study guide is based on the latest syllabus which is divided
into all key sections; Qualitative Aptitude, Reasoning Ability,
General English, Computer Knowledge, General/Financial
Awareness. Besides providing Chapter theory, this book has
provided 3 Solved Papers for the complete practice and
preparation and special section is allotted for Current Affairs
which candidates to know all the events happening around
us. Housed with complete and well-balanced study resources,
it is a must-have for anyone who is preparing for this
examination. TABLE OF CONTENTS Solved Papers [2018,
2015 and 2015], Qualitative Aptitude, Reasoning Ability,
General English, Computer Knowledge, General/Financial
Awareness.
Competition Science Vision (monthly magazine) is published
by Pratiyogita Darpan Group in India and is one of the best
Science monthly magazines available for medical entrance
examination students in India. Well-qualified professionals of
Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany make contributions
to this magazine and craft it with focus on providing complete
and to-the-point study material for aspiring candidates. The
magazine covers General Knowledge, Science and
Technology news, Interviews of toppers of examinations,
study material of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany
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with model papers, reasoning test questions, facts, quiz
contest, general awareness and mental ability test in every
monthly issue.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for Indian Coast Guard
Navik GD (General Duty) Exam with objective-type questions
as per the latest syllabus. • Compare your performance with
other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s
Indian Coast Guard Navik GD (General Duty) Exam Practice
Kit. • Indian Coast Guard Navik GD (General Duty) Exam
Preparation Kit comes with 20 Tests (10 Mock Tests of
Section-I + 10 Mock Tests of Section-II) with the best quality
content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14 times. •
Indian Coast Guard Navik GD (General Duty) Exam Sample
Kit is created as per the latest syllabus given by Indian Coast
Guard (ICG). • Indian Coast Guard Navik GD (General Duty)
Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and detailed
Solutions of each and every question. Easily Understand the
concepts. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly
Researched Content by experts. • Get Free Access to
Unlimited Online Preparation for One Month by reviewing the
product. • Raise a query regarding a solution and get it
resolved within 24 Hours. Why EduGorilla? • The Trust of 2
Crore+ Students and Teachers. • Covers 1300+ Exams. •
Awarded by Youth4Work, Silicon India, LBS Group, etc. •
Featured in: The Hindu, India Today, Financial Express, etc.
• Multidisciplinary Exam Preparation. • Also provides Online
Test Series and Mock Interviews.
Pratiyogita Darpan (monthly magazine) is India's largest read
General Knowledge and Current Affairs Magazine. Pratiyogita
Darpan (English monthly magazine) is known for quality
content on General Knowledge and Current Affairs. Topics
ranging from national and international news/ issues,
personality development, interviews of examination toppers,
articles/ write-up on topics like career, economy, history,
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public administration, geography, polity, social, environment,
scientific, legal etc, solved papers of various examinations,
Essay and debate contest, Quiz and knowledge testing
features are covered every month in this magazine.
Indian cricket was traditionally known for its spin bowling. All
that changed with the advent of the magnificent Kapil Dev in
1978. The floodgates really opened in the new millennium
with Javagal Srinath, Zaheer Khan and Irfan Pathan leading a
revolution that today sees India's pace attack as among the
best in the world. But how many know that from the late 19th
century right till the 1940s it was fast bowlers that shaped the
early years of Indian cricket? From Pavri and Bulsara to
Nissar and Amar Singh, batsmen from around the world
found Indian pace bowling too hot to handle.
The Institute Of Banking Personnel Selection (IBPS) is a
recruitment body that was started with the aim to encourage
the recruitment and placement of young graduates in public
sector banks in India, other than the State Bank of India. A
Rajbhasha Adhikari Officer in a bank is the official who is
responsible for using the official language of the country i.e.
Hindi as much possible in banking operations like in circulars,
notices, etc. The officer is supposed to be well versed in Hindi
and Sanskrit so that the use of the language is not neglected
in the day to day operations in banks.

This Part-2 book of “Social Aspects of Engineering” for
RPSC-AE Mains contain remaining topics of Syllabus
those were not covered in Part-1. In continuation of
previous part, this Part-2 also consist topic-wise brief
theory with practice questions of weightage 2 marks, 5
marks, and 20 marks. The book provides detailed
understanding of social terms in easy and authentic
language. All necessary data are collected from
Governmental and Ministerial resources. Due to
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uniqueness, Part-1 Book has selected as most selling
Book in its category of E-Books and the same is
expecting from this Part-2 Book, also.
This Book of Geotechnical Engineering is designed topicwise for Civil Engineering students those are preparing
RPSC-AE (Mains). The book contain Practice Questions
based on actual pattern of RPSC. Questions are
classified in three sections, viz. 2 marks, 5 marks and 20
marks weightage. A summary of formula and equations
are also provided at the last of each chapter. The book
contains each and every topic those have possibility to
come in exam. Due to its proper presentation and quality
of questions, this book is absolutely different from the
routine books available in the market
IAS Planner 2021, 2022- Civil Services Examination
planner is a comprehensive book for candidates
preparing for the Civil Services Examinations conducted
by UPSC. The book provides detailed information on the
complete exam syllabus. This book will help the students
plan their studies better for the examination. This book is
essential for students aspiring to work for the Indian
Administrative Services(IAS). Tags: UPSC, IAS, IPS,
IFS, CSAT, Civil Services, UPSC PORTAL, Civil Seva,
Union Public Service Commission.
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